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Desi 2000 sunglasses

Desi Perkins is leveling up in 2020! The 33-year-old beauty vlogger's self-funded fashion and lifestyle brand, DEZI, officially launched this week, with a collection of chic sunglasses falling on Friday. The affordable collection offers plenty of selections to choose from -- six styles and 26 colors and names like On Read, Fall
Back, and Top Shelf -- with prices ranging from $65 to $85. Everything will be available for purchase exclusively on the brand's website, here. I'm so excited that people roll their hands on the product we've created, Perkins said in a statement. As much as they may not realize, this creation process has been fully
collaborative with my subscribers. See every DM, every YouTube comment, what they loved and what they didn't do. Each design has been designed with you in mind. I don't want to tell anyone who the DEZI customer is; I want to see how the client brings DEZI to life, the statement continued. With that in mind, I'll focus
on creation and can't wait to see what you bring with confidence. Watch this InstagramA post shared by DEZI (@dezi)The exciting news comes just months after Perkins announced via social media that she and her husband, Steven, are expecting their first child together. In a series of Instagram posts that led to launch
day, Perkins shared that she found her passion and became a founder. Some thought I was crazy about trying to build my brand and also to start a family at the same time - realising that it was all men who said this that I didn't listen to, he added. Becoming a mother made me want to work a lot more. The birth of my
brand @dezi here and I'm excited to reveal what I'm working on. As she spoke to ET in May, Perkins gushed about all the blessings of her life, sharing the moment it was her dream to become a mother. I have three brothers and I helped my mother with them, she explained. And to see how they grew up and the things
they took after me, even the things I taught them, it's so special to really help shape someone and just [have this] unconditional love that I have for them. I can't imagine what it's going to be like when I have my son and I can do it with them, he added. Learn more from the exclusive interview in the video below. RELATED
CONTENT: Desi Perkins gets candid about her (exclusive) fertility and motherhood journey Desi Perkins says helping her mother retire is one of her proudest (exclusive) moments getting ready with Desi Perkins and Katy DeGroot for their dose of colors Collection Launch Party (exclusive) ALLUDEVA NUDE / SMOKE
NAKED GRADIENT PEARL / SMOKE FADED ALLUDEVA NUDE / SMOKE GRADIENT HEAVY CREAM / HONEY FADED After several successful collaborations of the brand, this fashion and beauty influencer to PEOPLE who decided to take a leap of faith and start something from scratch By launching a company
while six months pregnant in the midst of a global pandemic? Desi Perkins is standing for the Get push notifications with news, features, and more. + Follow talk to PEOPLE before the finish line is launched, Perkins opens up about introducing high-end glasses at an affordable price (all six styles are under $100!) – while
social distancing during the new coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19) and maternity preparation. It's very hard to think of launching into such a crazy moment, but it was also the positive that we clung to and put all our creative energy [in] into all of this, says the founder of DEZI. It was kind of light for us to do it. After
announcing the brand on Instagram, it's so nice to know that people are as excited as I am. The founder of DEZI states that his goal was to create a frame for everyone, during the design of the line. Adding: That's why I launched with six different styles, ranging from the girl who is a bit more edgy [and] loves fashion, to
someone who is a bit more classic. And when it came time to shoot the campaign, the Latin influencer maintained the same inclusive energy. I wanted to make sure we felt like our client could relate to all the models, he says of the diverse cast. I also wanted people with a unique sense of style because I really feel that
anyone can wear the same pair of sunglasses, but they will wear it differently depending on what they bring to that frame. They're the one who's going to bring him to life. After hugely successful collaborations with sunglasses brand Quay Australia, the social media star says she has developed a passion for design and
realised it was time to really jump into faith and start something from scratch. I knew I had a very specific view, so I didn't want anyone to have control over this, shares Perkins, who once posted videos mostly related to beauty but now creates fashion and lifestyle content for her social platforms as well. We decided to do
it ourselves. We self-funded everything and really put everything into this brand. For Perkins, we refer to his close-knit group of family members who keep things running smoothly behind the scenes – and lately have been working overtime to prepare for the launch of sunglasses. RELATED: The best new fashion launch
to shop now My family and I spend every day working together on [DEZI], so it was really special, mom says, explaining that her husband runs the commercial side of his brand, while his brother and mother help with creative aspects. Perkins' rescue puppy also has a role in his first independent brand: the YouTuber
named the classic oversized square frames Harper named after his beloved mutt terrier! Right now, the tycoon is all her time and energy at DEZI - I'm just trying to figure out how I can multiply by five right now to do everything, she jokes - but come Saturday, Perkins (who underwent IVF treatments to get pregnant) says
she's moving on to full baby There are days when I'm exhausted, but I also love this process so much that we keep working long hours here at home to do everything we have to do. I know we can do whatever we want as women, Perkins concludes. We are very strong and having life growing inside me, also creating
DEZI, has certainly shown it. 01 Eye 46 mm The eye is the measure of the horizontal width of the lens. 02 Bridge 26 mm The bridge is the distance between the two closest points of the lenses. 03 Temple 150 mm The temple is the length of the arm, measured from end to end. We offer free shipping both ways, so if
you're deciding between styles we recommend buying both and trying at home. Our styling team is love@shopdezi.com happy to help you with any questions about sizing and fit. When it comes to accessories, nothing - and I mean nothing - beats sunglasses. They are the icing on the cake par excellence of every outfit,
and you can never have too many pairs. Although I'm currently staring at my more than 30 pairs of sunglasses right now, I can't wait to add every single piece of Desi Perkins' new LINE of DEZI sunglasses to the mix. (As I said, there is not too many Sunnies!) The content creator has just launched his own fashion and
lifestyle brand and is starting it off with some really wonderful sunglasses. This is a way to kick-start an incredible brand, if you ask me. Desi Perkins is not only a content creator with over 8.5 million followers (!!) on all social media, but she is also CEO and artistic director for her new brand. DEZI is the culmination of all
the relationships Perkins has built over the years in the fashion and beauty communities, and I'm so excited to see his vision coming to life. If the rest of DEZI is as good as these fainting sunglasses, we are all ready for an important surprise. Even in terms of all the drawings, Desi Perkins kept her followers and



subscribers in mind. He says: As much as they don't realize, this creation process has been fully collaborative with my subscribers. See every DM, every comment on YouTube, what they loved and what they didn't... I don't want to tell anyone who the DEZI customer is; I want to see how the client brings DEZI to life.
Courtesy of DEZI. The whole line has been teased on social media for a while, but we can finally shop right now. (!!) With six different styles in 26 different colors, these sunglasses are definitely an indispensable accessory for any wardrobe. They'll make you run between $65 and $85, so you know they're of great quality,
but you don't even have to spend the entire paycheck on them. We like to see it. I went ahead and chose some of my favorite couples ever to (because we all know how much I love a good couple of Sunnies), so start here, then go to the DEZI site to buy the entire line before it runs out. This collection will definitely fly
from virtual shelves, so go ahead and indulge in it asap. 1. 1. Back (In Classic Tortoise &amp; Brown Gradient) courtesy of DEZI. You can't go wrong with a pair of classic tortoiseshell sunglasses, and this pair is definitely one of the highest versions I've ever seen. Swoop for days. 2. On Read (In BB Blue Quartz &amp;
Smoke Gradient) courtesy of DEZI. I'm so obsessed with this blue quartz color on DEZI On Read sunglasses. It seems that the 90s meet 2020 in the best way. 3. 2000s (In Rose Gold &amp; Rose Gradient) courtesy of DEZI. This pair of borderless sunglasses makes me want to put on some 2003 music and have a
dance party in my bedroom right now. So, so cute. 4. Harper (In Black &amp; Smoke Gradient) courtesy of DEZI. DEZI's Harper sunglasses might be my favorite shape in the collection. I'm a big fan of large-scale Sunnies, so this pair (in all colors) is definitely added to my cart. 5. Load it (in dark roast &amp; dark smoke)
courtesy of DEZI. There's something so elegant, sultry and fresh about DEZI Charge It sunglasses, especially in this dark toast and dark smoke shade. 6. Top Shelf (in Gold &amp; G15 Gradient) courtesy of DEZI. No collection of sunglasses is complete without a pair of chic aviators, and DEZI has almost perfected the
style. I am a big fan of this neutral gold shade that goes from summer to autumn effortlessly. Our mission at STYLECASTER is to bring style to people and we only have products that we think you'll love as much as we do. Please note that if you purchase something by clicking on a link within this story, we may receive a
small commission of the sale and the retailer may receive certain verifiable data for accounting purposes. Purposes.
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